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Discovery Program Sales represents the television broadcasting rights for Discovery Communications' portfolio of networks in the global marketplace. With access to original content produced for Animal Planet, Discovery Channel, TLC, Science, Investigation Discovery and more, our catalogue of nearly 15,000 hours offers a variety of genres within the factual entertainment and lifestyle space. Discovery Program Sales is also the distributor for U.K. lifestyle producer, betty and several other independent producers.

Our sales team partners with our clients through regional offices in London, Madrid, Miami, Munich, Singapore, Sydney, Warsaw and Discovery’s global headquarters in Silver Spring, Maryland, to analyze international markets and break down the programming needs of broadcasters within each territory.
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Discovery Program Sales is pleased to add an exclusive made-for-television library of native 3D programming to our extensive catalogue. Featuring genres that are appealing in 3D, including natural history, action, adventure, travel and more, these programs provide an entertaining experience that is both spectacular and educational.

**FORGOTTEN PLANET**
PRODUCED BY FLIGHT 33 PRODUCTIONS, LLC / 2011
6 X 60

Explore the cast-offs of humanity – buildings, compounds and entire cities abandoned by humans for years. Forgotten Planet takes you to places forgotten by time, locations that once hummed with activity and now are desolate. Enter the eerie emptiness of the city of Chernobyl, walk the halls and streets of abandoned Hashima Island, the Old West ghost town of Bodie, and the transplanted German village of Kolmanskop. What happens when humans abandon a place? Most importantly, why people left.

*Available in 2D and 3D

**EXPERIENCE 3D**
PRODUCED BY ARENA FILMS 3D / 2011
10 X 60

Take a once-in-a-lifetime journey across the country in this fast-paced thrill ride – from the mighty Hudson River, over the New Mexico desert, along the golden coast of Southern California, to the rainforests of Hawaii. Fly high in the sky in acrobatic small planes and hot air balloons, sail on vintage clipper ships, surf Hawaiian waves, whirl around the track in race cars, and explore surreal caves below an active volcano. These beautiful adventures are presented with all of the incredible dimension and reality of stunning native 3D.

*Available in 2D and 3D

**DAYDREAM**
PRODUCED BY JUMP! ENTERTAINMENT / 2012
56 X 60

Daydream is a meditative journey that brings viewers into the world’s most tranquil landscapes. From Joshua Tree to the Golden Gate, the mountains of Big Bear to the Pacific Ocean, Daydream brings the beauty of nature into stunning 3D like never before.

*Available in 2D and 3D
The world’s elite athletes are no longer found exclusively on the track and field, but in the mountains, waves and ramps of action sports. Rather than shaving milliseconds off races, these guys and girls are pushing themselves higher, faster and further. In High Octane, we travel the world in search of some of the most beautiful locations and most accomplished athletes, from ice climbers and snowboarders in the mountains of Switzerland to the surfers and skaters on the beaches of California, we’re there to see just how far they can push themselves before the inevitable wipeout!

Your World in 3D
Produced by Influence Pictures / 2011

Get a VIP pass to the hottest 3D movies, coolest video games, television programs and documentary films from around the world. Plus a front-row concert seat to live performances from U2, Black Eyed Peas and Jane’s Addiction performing their biggest hits, as we go behind the scenes of the International 3D Society’s annual 3D Creative Lumiere Awards at Grauman’s Chinese Theatre in Hollywood.

*Available in 2D and 3D
*Also available: Your World In 3D 2012 (1 x 60)
AFRICAN WILD
PRODUCED BY AQUAVISION TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS
PTY LTD / 2011
Travel across wild, grassy savannas to untouched beaches; soar through the skies and dive deep into the ocean – all to experience the daily lives of Africa’s largest and most dangerous animals in a way you never have before. Roam with a herd of elephants in search of water, and go on a guided Big 5 Safari; visit Africa’s largest aquarium to learn about sharks and camp out on a beach to investigate growing up in a seal colony. Witness what it takes to survive the elements and to outwit natural enemies. This is life in the African Wild.

*2D available in limited territories

BUILDING THE BRAND
PRODUCED BY ELECTRIC SKY / 2011
In a 10-part series, Building the Brand explores amazing factories, following the creation of some of the world’s most iconic products. From handcrafted Gibson guitars, luxurious Rolls-Royce cars, awesome Pierce fire trucks and the U.S. Army’s Apache helicopters, we follow the build process from blueprint design, to the end of the assembly line. The production secrets and techniques of each factory are revealed in stunning 3D; whether it’s large-scale feats of engineering or the creation of finely detailed, custom-made parts, we get the lowdown.

*Available in 3D only

MARKSMEN
PRODUCED BY JUMP! ENTERTAINMENT / 2013
Marksmen is a four-part mini-series and motion comic set 40 years in the future after the “Big Collapse,” a massive economic and political apocalypse that left America a lawless wasteland. At the center of this war for resources is Drake McCoy, the leader of an elite team of high-tech soldiers known as “Marksmen,” who are tasked with protecting the world’s last bastion of science and technology: New San Diego. In the wastes, a new threat is rising: the desperate and warlike city of Lone Star. But when an army led by the Madman arrives, Drake will have to become the leader his city needs in this time of crisis.

*Available in 2D and 3D

BLOODY GOOD
PRODUCED BY PAPER ROUTE PRODUCTIONS, INC. / 2011
Meat is king. Host Mark Schatzker takes the tame world of food TV by the horns in Bloody Good. He cranks it up a notch by going after the best, boldest, weirdest and most delicious meats on the market. Each episode, our hungry host searches for the perfect piece of tasty meat, traces it back to its origin, and along the way, tries to figure out what was done to it to make it so darn tasty. This is a carnivore’s world, and Mark makes no bones about it.

*Only available in 2D in some territories
WINGSUIT WARRIOR: Jeb Corliss vs. the World
PRODUCED BY NEW WAVE ENTERTAINMENT / 2013
1 X 60
Wingsuit flying is the world’s most exhilarating sport and one of the deadliest. Wingsuit Warrior: Jeb Corliss vs. the World is the comeback story of rebel wingsuit pilot Jeb Corliss who crashed on Table Mountain in South Africa but lived to get a second chance. This inspiring story follows Jeb and his friend Joby Ogwyn (who witnessed the crash) through months of painful rehabilitation and their long journey back to South Africa and the mountain that interrupted both their lives. Facing unexpected obstacles, the two friends discover what matters most as they pursue their great adventure to fly once more!

*Available in 3D only

SPACE: UNRAVELING THE COSMOS
PRODUCED BY PERCOLATE DIGITAL / 2014
3 X 60
From the Big Bang to the present and forward into the future, explore the birth, evolution and end of the phenomena that make up the universe as never seen before. Lyrical and deeply stereoscopic 3D and Ultra HD (4K) shots immerse the viewer within space itself as concepts are presented with relatable visual storytelling. What’s the view like from inside a nebula, or a comet’s tail? What does traveling at the speed of light really look like, and just how hot is the planet Mercury? Inhabit and reach out to touch the answers.

*Available in 3D only
Discover the essence of feline fluffiness and canine cuteness as we count down the cutest pet videos from the web – from the mini pig that plays the piano to a cat that prefers the friendship of a dolphin, these pets are sure to cause ear-to-ear smiles!

With access to a range of animal transport companies, zoos and aquariums, follow the expert handlers entrusted with moving some of the world’s most precious and challenging cargo. From a hippo on the move from a West Midlands safari park to a zoo in France and 12 penguins going on a 12,000-mile plane journey from New Zealand to England in a refrigerated “penguin hotel,” see the logistical challenges associated with moving each animal.
GLORY HOUNDS
PRODUCED BY TEN100, LLC. / 2013

1 X 120

On the battlefields, a remarkable group serves the United States with limitless courage and unparalleled loyalty. Devoted to protecting their comrades, military working dogs serve beside their human partners in Afghanistan. They only ask for affection in return. This special explores the friendships between man and dog that are magnified and transformed into deep, emotional bonds that can last the rest of their lives.

FEEDING TIME
PRODUCED BY ELECTRIC SKY / 2011

3 X 60

Get up close and personal with some of the world’s most exotic animals. Guided by their keepers, we get behind-the-scenes access to zoos in the U.S. and the U.K., discovering the animals’ fussy eating habits and individual personalities. We find out just how a zoo manages to feed animals from the savanna of Africa, mountains of China or the tundra of the Arctic with what is available locally during the most exciting moment of the day – Feeding Time.

*Also available in 3D
In a two-part special, we follow a team of hunters and conservationists as they pursue invasive reptiles and creatures that encroach on neighborhoods, attacking people and pets. In Florida, they track down giant pythons, vicious mini dinosaurs and a slimy species that carries a deadly virus. In Texas, the team tries to control the more than two million aggressive, wild pigs running amok and causing havoc.

In spite of heroic efforts by South African anti-poaching units, rhino poachers are still running rampant and the carnage is escalating. In 2011, almost 400 rhinos were killed. Sickened by the slaughter, and frustrated by their inability to stop it, a group of private game reserves is now taking direct action. They are banding together to try to take down the ruthless poachers by drafting in former U.S. Special Forces operatives.

In a three-part special, we follow a team of Catfish cowboys from Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Tennessee and Texas square off against one another in a high-adrenaline, bracket-style noodling tournament in Texas to decide who will be crowned Catfishin’ Kings!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Production Company</th>
<th>Episodes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIFE FORCE</strong></td>
<td>NATURAL HISTORY NEW ZEALAND LTD. / 2014</td>
<td>12 x 60</td>
<td>A celebration of the power of evolution and an exploration of the forces that shape life in all its unexpected glory. Viewers are transported to six strange worlds within worlds where it seems as if nature has thrown the rule book out the window. In a groundbreaking cross-genre fusion of blue-chip natural history and cutting-edge science documentary, Life Force reveals how the magic of evolution and the forces of nature have together shaped eccentric animals, eclectic lifestyles and unorthodox patterns of behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAGIC OF THE BIG BLUE</strong></td>
<td>BEST FILM SP. z o.o. / 2012</td>
<td>7 x 60</td>
<td>Never before has the underwater world been filmed this beautifully. Magic of the Big Blue is a seven-part series featuring the seas and oceans surrounding the seven continents. Filmed by one of the world’s best underwater photographers, Darek Sepiolo’s passion for diving and the wonders of the deep grants us access and takes us closer to worlds far beneath the surface, worlds many of us would never get to experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WILD APPALACHIA</strong></td>
<td>SKY VISION / 2013</td>
<td>1 x 60</td>
<td>On America’s East Coast, the Great Smoky Mountains of southern Appalachia are an ancient seasonal forest adorning an even older mountain range. In Wild Appalachia, travel to these popular forests, and witness a year in this stunning intersection of human culture and wild life. Follow the forests’ population of black bears as they travel the trails, and venture deep into the heart of the mountains. Then, meet the rangers whose jobs are to keep the wildlife safe throughout the year, and the bears in order.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INSIDE WACO
PRODUCED BY ARROW INTERNATIONAL MEDIA LTD. / 2013
1 X 60

When a raid on a religious cult in Waco, Texas, goes wrong, six people are left dead and one of the longest stand-offs in American history begins. For 51 days, FBI negotiators attempt to secure the release of over a hundred people, many of them women and children, from inside a compound controlled by cult leader David Koresh. With negotiations grinding to a halt, the FBI attempts the use of tear gas to force the cult members out with catastrophic consequences.

DESPERATE MEASURES
PRODUCED BY 20 WEST PRODUCTIONS / 2013
3 X 60

Desperation is a force so powerful that it drives us to do anything we can to come out on top. When we’re backed into a corner, our animal instincts emerge and seemingly upstanding citizens are driven to commit incredibly reckless and dangerous acts. Desperate Measures tells tales of people so desperate to save a marriage, gain custody of their children or keep their hard-earned money that they commit unspeakable acts of murder and violence.

EXTREME SMUGGLING
PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC. / 2013
4 X 60

Gaining insight to the world of trafficking and smuggling, uncover the clever and exhaustive investigative work involved to target smugglers and bring them down. Exclusive hidden camera footage and interviews reveal the extreme lengths that criminals will go in order to get contraband across borders. We look at distribution of illegal weapons on the black market to smuggling of exotic and endangered wildlife.
MARKED BY THE MOB
PRODUCED BY WORKAHOLIC PRODUCTIONS, INC. / 2013
4 X 60
See the true stories behind some of the most famous mob hits in history, played out in vivid, dynamic animation. For over a century, the mob has been a violent component of America’s underbelly. The mob has its own rules and its own way of doing things. When problems arise, it settles them through bloodshed. Whether it’s about honor, power or a personal grudge, offenders usually pay with their lives. The methods of execution vary, from something as simple as a pocketknife to a complex, yet perfectly built bomb. In the world of the mob, no one is ever safe and no one goes quietly. Because you’re as good as dead when you are...
Marked by the Mob.

POISONED PASSIONS
PRODUCED BY OPTOMEN PRODUCTIONS INC. / 2013
6 X 60
Poisoned Passions dives into stories of star-crossed lovers – women who fall in love with the wrong men and learn the hard way that, in their cases, love does not conquer all. Told from each woman’s point of view, she reveals how she gives herself over to her darkest impulses and finds herself in twisted, and often lethal, scenarios.

DARK SECRETS
PRODUCED BY DIGITAL RANCH PRODUCTIONS, INC. / 2013
8 X 30
When an abandoned building is cleared for demolition, a locked door is discovered in its basement. The door conceals an archive of strange and disturbing specimens, recordings, photos and documentary films; compelling evidence of monstrous creatures and preternatural events. The documentarian’s whereabouts remain unknown. In his records, he identifies himself only as “The Teller.” Whoever The Teller was, he saw it as his mission to make the public aware of these troubling truths. His many eerie case files and investigations reveal a frightening world of dark secrets.
Host of the 2014 World Cup, Brazil has had a landmark year; however, the inhabitants of the Amazon rainforest in Brazil live outside the soccer fever. Herpetologist Frank Cuesta explores the Amazon to discover a completely unknown wilderness. His adventures include living with the Sateré Mawé and Dessanas tribes. Frank must learn to survive in an environment filled with dangerous animals and misleading vegetation. He will eat what they eat, sleep as they sleep, hunt and will fish the traditional way, and even be subjected to painful rituals.

All across the country, Americans are getting back in touch with the wild, walking away from modern-day conveniences and living on the edge. We meet three very different homeowners who’ve taken on the challenges of living off the grid by creating fantasy homes using ingenious solutions, to necessities like electricity, plumbing and heating. Whether it’s using the sun to power their home or rainwater to take a shower, these modern-day pioneers have discovered ways of living off the land and getting by with less.
Join our host and adventurer, Brit Eaton, on his quest to unravel some of the biggest secrets of the ancient world. Brit’s made his living exploring the abandoned mines and ghost towns of the Old West. Now, he’s traveling the globe to investigate the greatest icons of antiquity and the mysteries that still surround them. Shot worldwide in six countries and on four continents, for the first time ever, experience what it’s really like to stand before the Pyramid of Cheops or to walk through the haunted landscape of Pompeii.

*Available in 2D only

Wild Frank in Africa
Produced by Molinos de Papel / 2014

On foot, by helicopter, boat, canoe, car, truck, donkey and by almost all means of transportation available, Herpetologist Frank Cuesta tours Namibia, Zambia, Botswana and Zimbabwe in search of the “Big Five” – the leopard, lion, elephant, rhino and buffalo – animals that have been recorded many times from a distance, but rarely up close. Along the way, Frank interacts with tribesmen, fishermen, European explorers and adventurers, and even risky encounters that jeopardize the entire expedition. Will Frank meet his goal?

*Available in Spanish only

The Ancient Life
Produced by JW Productions, LLC / 2011

Join our host and adventurer, Brit Eaton on his quest to unravel some of the biggest secrets of the ancient world. Brit’s made his living exploring the abandoned mines and ghost towns of the Old West. Now, he’s traveling the globe to investigate the greatest icons of antiquity and the mysteries that still surround them. Shot worldwide in six countries and on four continents, for the first time ever, experience what it’s really like to stand before the Pyramid of Cheops or to walk through the haunted landscape of Pompeii.

*Available in 2D only
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UGLY HOUSE TO LOVELY HOUSE
PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR CHANNEL 4 / 2015
6 X 60

Hosted by expert architect George Clarke, this radical design series champions the power of great architecture to transform undervalued and unloved British housing stock into exciting spaces. In each episode, award-winning architects grapple with an “ugly” house and re-model it into an amazing new home, while sticking to a budget of around £50,000. The results are surprising, inspiring and challenge our ideas about how we live in the 21st century.

ARE YOU FITTER THAN A PENSIONER?
PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR BBC THREE / 2010
6 X 60

American old age has undergone a facelift – frail and weak is now a thing of the past. In this fun competition, young, unfit, unhealthy Brits are sent off to an American adult active retirement community to see if they can meet the challenge of proving their fitness against the super-fit senior residents. The new breed of pensioners will prove ideal mentors to the young Brits, but will the experience shock them into changing their ways for good?

OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE CLEANERS
PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR CHANNEL 4 / 2013-2015
SERIES 1-4; 31 X 60

Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners is back for a fourth series with more dirt, grime and hugely challenging cleans than ever before. Take a step into the lives of people who, by their own admission, cannot stop cleaning and carefully matches them with someone whose home is in dire need of a spring-clean. Together, these people with such contrasting compulsions will explore how their different behaviour affects their lives. Whether it’s scrubbing an oven with a toothbrush for six hours or trimming the edges of the lawn with a pair of scissors, the cleaners will go to almost any length to make sure their homes are immaculate.

WEDDING HOUSE
PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR CHANNEL 4 / 2010
10 X 60

Want a dream wedding without the nuisance of planning? In a country mansion, Wedding House’s creative team of experts takes care of the details and plans one-stop nuptial services, where couples can indulge their wildest matrimonial fantasies. In this quirky format, witness 30 couples tie the knot in the most unusual, crazy, romantic and unconventional ways. This is sure to have audiences saying “I do.”
ULTIMATE SHOPPER
PRODUCED BY BETTY / 2012-2013
SERIES 1-2; 17 X 60

Ultimate Shopper pits four self-proclaimed fashionistas head to head in a series of style-based challenges to be judged by a discerning and stylish panel of three experts, as well as a celebrity judge on each episode. Whether it’s crafting the perfect look for a beach wedding or choosing the right outfit for a ball, these fashion fanatics must dress to impress the panel and outdo their opponents if they are to be crowned “top of the frocks” and win their wardrobe.
Sex is a part of every teenager’s life. They think about it, they worry about it and they do it. Fronted by sex education experts, this revealing factual format explores the love and sex lives of today’s British teenagers presenting solutions to the emotional and physical problems that many experience. In these open and frank conversations, no subject is off limits.

Some of the most extraordinary cases come through the doors of emergency rooms. Witness some of these jaw-dropping injuries as we go behind the scenes to reveal remarkable, often shocking, real-life cases.

An emerging area of medical science, The Food Hospital examines the science behind using food as medicine, tackling patients’ health problems through the food they eat. Monitored by medical experts, patients suffering from a range of medical conditions and symptoms check into The Food Hospital where they are prescribed specific diets. It’s time to eat our way back to health!
Four mothers deal with the surprising news that they are pregnant again, while simultaneously handling the sheer shock that their teenage daughters are unexpectedly pregnant at the same time. With two newborns to bear, the joy, tears and intensity of their experience escalates their everyday lives into a whole new reality. Chronicing the highs and lows, each of the four families deal in their own unique way with their unplanned circumstances as their lives are changed forever.

**Sex Hospital**

Ever wondered what others get up to behind closed doors? Find out at the Sex Hospital where couples in crisis seek sexual salvation in an effort to fix what is broken beneath their bed sheets. From body confidence to bondage, impotency to infidelity, no subject is too taboo and no sexual problem too intimate. Each week, three couples arrive at an aspirational retreat to confront their problems with the help of sexpert Alessandra Rampolla and neurologist Dr. Jack Lewis.

**Fatal Attractions: Intervention**

Seasoned snake expert Winston Card travels to meet a man whose hobby has become a dangerous obsession. At first glance, Danny Steele, his wife and three kids are a normal young family. But the master bedroom of their home is overrun with Danny’s collection of almost 80 giant pythons, venomous cobras and rattlesnakes. Will Winston be able to help this snake owner to realize how deadly his pets can be before it’s too late?

**My Teen Is Pregnant and So Am I**

Produced by Relativity Television, LLC. / 2013

Four mothers deal with the surprising news that they are pregnant again, while simultaneously handling the sheer shock that their teenage daughters are unexpectedly pregnant at the same time. With two newborns to bear, the joy, tears and intensity of their experience escalates their everyday lives into a whole new reality. Chronicing the highs and lows, each of the four families deal in their own unique way with their unplanned circumstances as their lives are changed forever.
SHADOW OPS PRODUCED BY PARTISAN PICTURES / 2012

3 X 60

Shadow Ops covers true tales of high-stake spy games from agents who risked their lives in global espionage. Interviews with CIA, FBI, KGB and MI6 vets takes viewers inside spell-binding narratives from the days of the Cold War. Watch gritty and tense “fly-on-the-wall” re-creations and get a hands-on taste of the spy gadgets and tactics used by world-class agents.

{Shadow Ops}

ALL THE PRESIDENT’S MEN REVISITED PRODUCED BY PARTISAN PICTURES / 2012

1 X 120

More than 40 years later, All the President’s Men Revisited brings Watergate back to life with riveting archival footage, shocking Oval Office recordings, and compelling new interviews with those who perpetuated the crimes, those who pursued them, and those who portrayed them. The presentation unravels the story that began with a “third-rate burglary attempt” and escalated into the first and only presidential resignation in American history.

{All the President’s Men Revisited}

FROZEN IN TIME: OUR HISTORY IN 3D PRODUCED BY TOM JENNINGS PRODUCTIONS / 2013

Experience history like you’ve never seen it before. These are moments literally frozen in time, documenting the history of the modern world, from the 1850s onward, and all in 3D. Live these historic moments for the first time, right alongside those who were there.

*Also available in 3D

AMERICA: FACTS VS FICTION PRODUCED BY WORKAHOLIC PRODUCTIONS, INC. / 2013-2014

SERIES 1-2; 20 X 30

History, as we generally know it, is full of holes or half-truths. Hosted by former Naval officer Jamie Kaler, we uncover surprising and unknown details of American history to draw a line in the sand separating fact and fiction. Discover the truths behind the baffling disappearances in the Bermuda Triangle, find out what pirates really did with their treasure instead of burying it, and learn the shocking realities about prohibition beyond the seemingly lively Roaring Twenties.

HISTORY + CULTURE
MYTHS & LEGENDS
PRODUCED BY BCBG STUDIOS / 2014

Throughout the world, stories of myths and legends are passed down through the generations. But how did they begin? Are they rooted in fact? Could Germany’s Harz Mountains really be the home of Unicorns? Do fairies live in Glastonbury, England? If you think you know the origins of the Lock Ness Monster, think again. This series goes farther, travels to the lands where fact becomes myth and reveals the truths behind Snow White, Dracula and the Philosopher’s Stone, too!

SCARY TALES
PRODUCED BY WORKAHOLIC PRODUCTIONS, INC. / 2011

Scary Tales is a series so weird and fantastic, it needs an extra dimension just to contain itself. There are marauding giants, ghost-plagued forests and human wolves. It’s a place where cannibals feast, kidnappers terrorize and fiends lurk behind every tree as inanimate objects come to life and the innocent are punished. It’s a world that really exists – if only in our own subconscious.

WHAT IF...?
ARMAGEDDON 1962
PRODUCED BY PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS / 2013

How would history have changed had John F. Kennedy been killed in December of 1960, by a deranged suicide bomber, and Lyndon Johnson became president instead – more than three years earlier than he finally did? Through remarkable archival film footage and photographs, we describe how the turbulent history of the early ’60s might have played out differently with LBJ – and not JFK – in office. How would Johnson have handled the pressure of an unprecedented international crisis, when diplomatic and military conflicts threatened to spiral into full-scale nuclear war? We will see how one false move could have brought the world to the brink of worldwide apocalypse.
HILLBILLY BLOOD: A HARDSCRABBLE LIFE
PRODUCED BY SUPERFINE FILMS / 2011-2013
SERIES 1-2; 18 X 30

In Cold Mountain, North Carolina, when it comes to living the hard-scrabble life, there’s nobody better than Eugene Runcus, who’s got hillbilly invention running through his veins. And his mountain brother, Spencer “Two-Dogs” Boljack, has unlocked the secrets at the heart of these woods. These two mountain men demonstrate backwoods ingenuity deep in the mountains of Appalachia.

*Also available in 3D

CRAZY LAND
PRODUCED BY ELECTRIC SKY / 2013
SERIES 1-2; 8 X 60

Crazy Land delves into the lives of America’s true outsiders. Across the nation are groups of people who push things way beyond the norm. Unafraid of judgment or ridicule, they play by their own rules. We find out just what sets these people apart from the rest of the country, why they would do it, and discover that perhaps they aren’t so different as they first appear.

*Also available in 3D

NY INK
PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL MEDIA, 2001-2012
SERIES 1-3; 24 X 60

Follow celebrity tattoo artist Ami James as he opens a shop in New York City - the city where if you aren’t the best, you won’t survive. Risking his reputation and finances on a huge new space in Manhattan’s ultra-cool SoHo district, Ami has recruited an elite staff of artists whose personalities are as big as their tattoo skills. Will they be able to join forces and make an indelible mark on the New York tattoo world, or will the streets of the city be too much for Ami and his team to handle?

NY Ink
HISTORY + CULTURE
20
SECRET SEX LIVES: SWINGERS
PRODUCED BY RLFD / 2013

Delving into a mysterious and daring lifestyle, we follow five couples as they juggle marriage, family commitments and careers. But behind closed doors, these husbands and wives share one surprising thing in common: They all lead double lives as swingers. Secret Sex Lives: Swingers captures the deep internal struggles these couples confront – and the repercussions of exposing their lives to family, close friends and the outside world, busting myths and dispelling misconceptions about this hidden lifestyle along the way.

THE SISTERHOOD
PRODUCED BY DIGA VISION, LLC. / 2012

Atlanta is at the heart of the Bible Belt in North America. In the church world, the pastor’s wife is known as the “first lady” and must uphold her position in society. We explore the lives, trials and tribulations of these dynamic women who walk a path that only a chosen few can follow. Watch as these ladies shatter stereotypes of what an old fashioned church girl is expected to be, with the reality of mentoring a congregation in the 21st century.
FUTURE FIREPOWER  
PRODUCED BY DARLOW SMITHSON FILM & TELEVISION / 2012
3 X 60
Buckle up for an amazing journey through the world’s most advanced weapons laboratories. See, hear and feel the latest technology with the weaponry of future flight. The lab brings you lasers, ray guns, super-fast electric missiles, machine gun–toting robots, flying Humvees and much more.

FIELDS OF VALOR: THE CIVIL WAR  
PRODUCED BY TOWERS PRODUCTIONS, INC. / 2011
4 X 60
This epic, four-part miniseries offers intimate accounts of the brave men on the front lines as told through paralleling stories from each side of the war, giving audiences a unique insight into the beliefs, struggles and passions of those involved from both the North and South.
*Also available in 3D

COLD WAR AND BEYOND  
PRODUCED BY NEW WORLD DISTRIBUTION / 2002
1 X 120
Through the eyes of former Soviet and U.S. leaders, this documentary vividly presents an inside view of the Cold War era and the events and decisions which led to the escalation of the arms race and the development of over 60,000 nuclear warheads and a profound stockpile of chemical and biological weapons.

GUNSLINGERS  
PRODUCED BY CASTLE PICTURES, INC. / 2013
6 X 60
Throughout the 19th century, the territory west of the Mississippi was a rough place, crawling with outcasts, murderers, thieves and bounty hunters. Across this lawless landscape, a few brave men protected the innocent from an endless stream of gun-wielding outlaws. See the true stories behind infamous icons and legendary conflicts of the Wild West. From unlawful lawman Wyatt Earp, teenage vagabond Billy the Kid, scorned rebel Jesse James, Yankee sharpshooter Wild Bill Hickok, dangerous psychopath John Wesley Hardin and war veteran-turned-assassin Tom Horn, Gunslingers tips its cowboy hat to those who became icons in a wild, wild world.

AGAINST THE ODDS  
PRODUCED BY 43 FILMS / 2012-2014
SERIES 1-2; 12 X 60
During game-changing moments of battle, one wrong move could ultimately cost the war, but lack of teamwork could mean dozens of lives lost in an instant. Against the Odds introduces real-life bands of brothers who exhibited unparalleled bravery, solidarity and endurance on the battlefield to come out on top in a fight against impossible odds. Reliving battles from WWII, Korea, Vietnam and Iraq, these are true stories of the harsh realities of war, as told by the veterans who survived to tell.

BULLET POINTS  
PRODUCED BY NORTH SOUTH PRODUCTIONS / 2012
5 X 60
Each action-packed episode of Bullet Points dives into history’s most important battles to learn their larger significance to the outcome of the war. Through a combination of narration, top expert analysis with cutting-edge computer generated imagery, eyewitness accounts and archival footage, witness the fast-paced, riveting version of how wars are won.
RAW WAR
PRODUCED BY LUMIERE MEDIA, INC. / 2012
1 X 60
This special presents gripping personal stories through newly discovered film and photographs from combat cameramen who filmed some of the most significant military engagements in Vietnam.

LIVE FIRE
PRODUCED BY FLIGHT 33 PRODUCTIONS, LLC / 2011
3 X 60
Live Fire puts the audience through the toughest training of the American military. 3D cameras take you behind the scenes and into the field with squads of soldiers and marines to experience the transformation of raw recruits to battle-ready warriors. Marine “grunts” experience hardcore weapons training at the School of Infantry and U.S. Army soldiers face rioting insurgents in a simulated Iraqi village. It’s a complete immersion into real war fighting conditions – under brutal conditions, with real guns and real bullets.

SKY SOLDIER: A VIETNAM STORY IN 3D
PRODUCED BY TOM JENNINGS / 2012
1 X 60
Told in first person through the eyes of a helicopter pilot who flew tours during the Vietnam War, Sky Soldier recounts the personal war-time journey of Major Joe Glenn, a Silver-Star decorated, two-tour soldier who leaves his young wife and family, and plunges into service as a helicopter pilot in the army at the start of U.S. combat involvement in 1965. A recently discovered archive of rare 3D photographs and audio recordings tells the story of this 10,000-day war in a new light.

WARRIOR POV
PRODUCED BY FLIGHT 33 PRODUCTIONS, LLC / 2013
6 X 60
Dive face-first into the most action-packed infantry battles in recent history, from the point-of-view of our soldiers. See firsthand how these brave and unwavering soldiers pursue the enemy while dodging heavy fire. How will they survive when they do not know what dangers are lurking just over the next hill? How will they adapt when their plans are derailed by the unexpected? Using a combination of helmet cams, computer-generated graphics, and pacing that mirrors the pulse of these firefights, Warrior POV brings viewers straight into the enemy’s gaze, armed and ready for action.

{Gunslingers}
UGLY HOUSE TO LOVELY HOUSE
PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR CHANNEL 4 / 2015

Hosted by expert architect George Clarke, this radical design series champions the power of great architecture to transform undervalued and unloved British housing stock into exciting spaces. In each episode, award-winning architects grapple with an “ugly” house and re-model it into an amazing new home, while sticking to a budget of around £50,000. The results are surprising, inspiring and challenge our ideas about how we live in the 21st century.

THE FABULOUS BAKER BROTHERS
PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR CHANNEL 4 / 2011-2013

Immerse yourself in a delicious world of flour, fire and forearms with The Fabulous Baker Brothers. Fifth-generation baker Tom, and his brother Henry, a chef and specialist butcher, take viewers into the heat of the artisan kitchen and unlock the trade secrets of baking, which have been honed through years of practice and passion. In series two, follow the brothers, as they visit some of Britain’s most-loved destinations in a bid to help local eateries stand out from the crowd. “Includes a one-hour Christmas special where the boys put their tasty twist on traditional holiday fare.

BEST CHEF WORST CHEF
PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR CHANNEL 4 / 2014

Michelin-starred chefs from Britain’s most celebrated restaurants take on some of the country’s worst young cooks to transform them into world-class chefs. In this new six-part series, the protégés are forced to swap their fast food cuisine for intricate fine dining as they’re hot-housed by their mentors in just three weeks and tasked to put their newfound skills to the test. Have the worst chefs got what it takes to grace top restaurant kitchens?
SALVAGE CITY
PRODUCED BY COOLFIRE STUDIOS, LLC / 2013
3 X 60

Welcome to the world of Sam Coffey, Chris Trotter and Mia Brown, pickers, junkers, salvagers, dumpster divers, restorers and a flea market on wheels. Watch as the team hopes that abandoned theaters, manufacturing plants, sand mines and hospitals hold forgotten treasures that they can transform into big bucks.

Ugly House to Lovely House

BY UGLY 2 LOVELY
PRODUCED BY PSG FILMS / 2013
7 X 60

Meet the Cutters, a blue collar, Midwestern family determined to keep their company alive amidst Ohio’s aggressive oil boom. With recent loss of their father, son OJ and his family struggle in efforts to make Cutter Oil successful.

MAN UP
PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR FOX / 2013
10 X 60

For decades, women have fought tooth and manicured nail for equality and independence, but where has this quest left the 21st century male? Presented by British comedienne Olivia Lee, Man Up steps in to transform these hapless blokes into eligible, capable and dateable men. Each man leaves behind his old life and moves into the Man Up flat in London to undergo a week-long, intense program of male reinvention. With the support of counselling psychologist Anjula Mutanda and style guru Gemma Sheppard, each aims to improve self-esteem and arm the men with the tools for a better life.
Property is a national obsession in the U.K. Nothing has proven to be a greater barometer of the state of modern life and the economy than the affordability of its bricks and mortar. With levels of home ownership at its lowest since 1987, the 2013 property market is more complex, fascinating and starkly polarized than ever before. Packed with drama, genuine expertise, colorful characters and natural jeopardy, we follow the highs and lows of the property industry through the eyes of estate agents at contrasting agencies across Great Britain.

**Autistic Gardener**

**Produced by Betty for Channel 4 / 2015**

**HD**

*4 x 60*

Award-winning gardener Alan Gardner leads a team of five autistic, green-fingered amateurs who will use their unique skills to transform neglected gardens across the country in this new four-part series. Alan – who himself has Asperger’s syndrome, a form of autism – believes that people on the autistic spectrum have a special insight when it comes to creating beautiful spaces. Having worked as a garden designer and horticulturist, he brings together a team of gardeners that will work under his expert leadership. The series will see the team transform the forgotten plots into magical gardens.

**Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners**

**Produced by Betty for Channel 4 / 2013**

**HD**

*Series 1-4; 31 x 60*

Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners is back for a fourth series with more dirt, grime and hugely challenging cleans than ever before. Take a step into the lives of people who, by their own admission, cannot stop cleaning and carefully matches them with someone whose home is in dire need of a spring clean. Together, these people with such contrasting compulsions will explore how their different behaviour affects their lives. Whether it’s scrubbing an oven with a toothbrush for six hours or trimming the edges of the lawn with a pair of scissors, the cleaners will go to almost any length to make sure their homes are immaculate.
SHOP SECRETS: TRICKS OF THE TRADE
PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR CHANNEL 4 / 2013

8 X 30

Today’s businesses are working harder than ever to part you with your cash. Harry Wallop, the U.K.’s Daily Telegraph features writer, puts hidden cameras inside seven different shops, market stalls and restaurants across the country and sends in a team of hotshot sales people to trick, scam, and con unsuspecting customers. Harry wants to reveal how vulnerable we are to both legitimate and shifty sales techniques.

THE UNDATEABLES
PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR CHANNEL 4 / 2011-2015

HD SERIES 1-5; 22 X 60

Looking for love can be tricky, but some find it harder than others. Add disability to the equation and it can sometimes seem almost impossible. This uplifting series returns to follow the journeys of several extraordinary singletons as they enter the dating circuit in pursuit of love. From a professional nude artist’s model with a pronounced stammer to a car fanatic with autism or a raver with the rare genetic condition Saethre-Chotzen Syndrome, we follow them as they enter the world of blind dates and matchmaking. A very successful series four featured Undateable participants celebrating their first wedding, engagement and a baby!

*Season 5 currently in production

SAY YES TO THE DRESS CANADA
PRODUCED BY CORUS ENTERTAINMENT / 2015

HD SERIES 1-2; 40 X 30

It’s the one dress she’s dreamed about her entire life. And everyone has an opinion about it. Between budget and bling, taffeta and tantrums, not to mention the comments and criticisms of an entourage that can turn any bride’s fantasy into a nightmare, Say Yes to the Dress Canada brings all of the tears, cheers and surprises to the screen, with our own Canadian twist.

(Say Yes to the Dress Canada)
In Beverly Hills, everyone seeks perfection by any means necessary, whether it’s through luxury cars, designer bags, or lots and lots of plastic surgery. There are over 300,000 plastic surgeons in Beverly Hills alone, making it the Mecca of plastic surgery, and turning the surgeons into gods. Everyone wants in this game, though only a few are lucky enough to marry into it. They are the Plastic Wives.

On Valentine’s Day 2012, police in the seaside town of Kennebunk, Maine, uncovered the worst-kept secret in the neighborhood: The local Zumba teacher was leading a double life as a prostitute. When Alexis Wright was busted, police uncovered hours of video footage of her clients, meticulous records of services performed, and evidence that a prominent businessman was watching everything over the Internet. A media circus ensued, with journalist and the local community desperate to find out who the clients were and why all these records were kept. At the eleventh hour, Alexis revealed one of the biggest twists in the story but would anyone believe her?
WHO NEEDS IBIZA?
THE GREAT BRITISH HOLIDAY
PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR BBC THREE / 2014

In the summer, thousands of young British holidaymakers are shunning the expensive resorts of Ibiza, Malaga and Faliraki for a hot spot closer to home – Europa Park in Devon. The family-run campsite proudly flies the flag for the great British holiday and caters to the party needs of 18 to 30 year olds. Striving to supply Brits who aren’t abroad with Balearic-style fun on a budget – the series follows the efforts of owners, the Toms family, and their dedicated team of young staff as they try to overcome a string of wet, recession-hit summers and make 2013 a roaring success.

SKELETON, INC.
PRODUCED BY HOFF PRODUCTIONS / 2011

They’re an ordinary Oklahoma family, running a very out-of-the-ordinary business. Meet the Villemarettes, AKA The Skeleton Crew. Their job? Stripping dead bodies down to bare bones. Their clients? Labs, schools, museums and collectors of the creepy. Animal or human, no job’s too small, too big or too weird. And this work is not for the squeamish. From creepy, flesh-eating beetles to burning hydrogen peroxide baths to skinned animals hanging from meat hooks, the workshop stimulates the senses, but for the Villemarette family, it’s business as usual.

*Also available in 3D

BEST FUNERAL EVER
PRODUCED BY PARK SLOPE PRODUCTIONS / 2013

The staff at Golden Gate Funeral Home throws outrageously themed funerals. From a BBQ-themed ceremony to a funeral celebrating the Christmas spirit, Golden Gate proves that, while you may be in a casket, it can still be fantastic.

APOCALYPSE PREPPERS
PRODUCED BY FIRECRACKER FILMS LTD. / 2013

The countdown to the end of the world has begun. That’s what apocalypse preppers believe. Until now, they have been dismissed as cranks and crazies, but what if those preppers are right? A growing body of scientists are beginning to agree with them. Whether ruin comes from an ancient plague, an alien attack, or a robot rebellion, this investigation uncovers the shocking reality of their predictions by exploring three ways this apocalypse could play out.
SLICED, DICED, GLUED, PACKAGED AND ASSEMBLED.

Discovery Program Sales is pleased to bring you one of the longest-running and most popular series from Science Channel, *How It’s Made*. Mesmerizing machines, never-ending assembly lines and over 1,200 everyday products are explored from start to finish. Flip the page to find out exactly just *How It’s Made*. 
In 12 seasons, featuring over 1,200 topics, plus two special turbo episodes, we explore how many of the everyday objects or products we seldom stop to think about are made. From hockey pucks and handsaws to drill bits and frozen French fries, How It’s Made offers viewers a first-hand look at how these deceptively simple objects are constructed. Thousands of humdrum items are put to good use on a daily basis, but it’s easy to overlook how things like aluminum ladders, firefighter helmets, matches and engine blocks are constructed. Take a look behind the scenes as we visit dozens of assembly lines where raw materials become finished products right before your eyes. Be amazed to see how many common items are manufactured in high-tech factories around the world.
Picture your dream car: a Maserati or maybe the Audi R8. Have you ever wondered just how that incredible machine was made? Join the How It's Made crew as we go around the world to the birthplaces of your favorite cars, revealing the inner workings and gorgeous exteriors with amazing access to factories and test labs.
ALIEN ENCOUNTERS
PRODUCED BY KARGA 7 PICTURES / 2012
SERIES 1-2; 4 X 60
What will first contact look like? The question has perplexed scientists and sci-fi writers for more than a century. In the early 1960s, renowned astrophysicist Carl Sagan and his contemporaries launched SETI – Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence. Together with a team of scientists, Sagan and the team set out to answer the question: Are we really alone in the universe?

FUTURESCAPE WITH JAMES WOODS
PRODUCED BY KARGA 7 PICTURES / 2013
6 X 60
Join critically acclaimed actor James Woods on a journey to reveal world-changing breakthroughs and their implications for the future. Synthetic biology, predictive analytics, habitable planets...it all sounds like science fiction. It’s not. James will ask the big questions, ignite debate and reveal a stunning image of the future. History is being written today. These are its biggest stories.

HARMONY: A NEW WAY OF LOOKING AT OUR WORLD
PRODUCED BY HARMONY FILM LLC / 2012
1 X 120
Inspired by HRH The Prince of Wales, Harmony captures on film in a way we’ve never seen before, an authentic leader on critical global issues. From organic farms to the rainforests of British Columbia to rare footage of HRH interviewing Al Gore about climate change in 1988, Harmony introduces viewers to a new and inspiring perspective on how the world can meet the challenges of climate change globally, locally and personally – putting forth a global call to action.

THROUGH THE WORMHOLE WITH MORGAN FREEMAN
PRODUCED BY THROUGH THE WORMHOLE, LLC. / 2010-2013
SERIES 1-4; 38 X 60
Hosted by Academy Award®-winning actor, Morgan Freeman returns to explore the deepest mysteries of existence: Who or what am I? Are we alone? How did this begin? What happened before that? Bringing together the brightest minds and best ideas from the very edges of science, we reveal the extraordinary truth of our universe.
SHOWDOWN ON THE SAND
PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC. / 2010

Building sandcastles is right up there with barbecues and fireworks when it comes to favorite summer pastimes. But for some, sandcastles are a much bigger deal. Their gigantic sand structures are works that combined engineering with art, for the fleeting thrill of seeing how far they can push the bounds of ordinary beach sand. These unique carvers are precisely the people you’ll find at the 30th annual United States Open Sandcastle Competition at Imperial Beach.

*Also available in 3D

SUPER SYSTEMS
PRODUCED BY ELECTRIC SKY / 2011-2012

Dive into these systems that keep society moving smoothly, meeting the people and machines that keep them in action. From Grand Central station to the New York City taxi system, UPS, John F. Kennedy Airport and much more, viewers can see how these systems function in stunning 3D.

*Also available in 3D

THE FOOD INSPECTORS
PRODUCED BY BETTY FOR BBC ONE / 2012-2014

Maintaining a £96 billion food industry, Britain has some of the best restaurants and eateries, but do you really know what’s on your plate? Matt Allwright and Chris Hollins lift the lid on the U.K. food industry to show you how to avoid falling ill from improperly prepared food. Joining the team in series three, Gaby Roslin reveals what’s in the nation’s favorite mass-produced foods. From rat droppings in a kitchen to cockroaches in a curry house, the food inspectors have their work cut out to protect their nation from rogue restaurants and poisonous food.

*Also available in 3D

POP ILLUSIONIST
PRODUCED BY ESTUDIO BRAINSTORM, S.L. / 2014

What does it take for a young and talented magician to meet his pop culture idols? Magic, of course! Antonio Diaz, the Spanish National Magic Prize winner, relies on his mastery of illusion and the “theory of six degrees” to achieve one of his dreams: to meet one of his pop icons.

*Available in Spanish only
We send the most dynamic and impassioned scientists on an adventure around the world to ask the biggest questions of our Earth: Are there dinosaurs on Everest? Is our water supply disappearing? What is the Ring of Fire? How the Earth Works features Earth as a living, breathing character as we view its past, present and future.
OCEANA AIR SHOW
PRODUCED BY OFFHOLLYWOOD / 2011
1 X 60
Highlighting the Oceana Air Show in 3D, experience high-performance aerial maneuvers and pyrotechnics from the world’s elite professionals as well as thrilling tactical demonstrations by the Navy’s best aviators.
*Also available in 3D

INDY 500: THE INSIDE LINE
PRODUCED BY NEW WAVE ENTERTAINMENT / 2011
1 X 60
Get an all-access 3D pass to the 100th anniversary of the largest single-day sporting event on Earth. Discover the drivers’ stories and join the pit crews on Race Day as the drivers put it all on the line at 220+ MPH in front of 400,000 screaming fans.

KINGS OF CRASH
PRODUCED BY FISHER PRODUCTIONS, LLC / 2013
8 X 60
Kings of Crash takes you behind the scenes as the best demolition derby drivers battle their fiercest rivals for pride, family honor and most importantly, enough prize money for the next race. More than just bone-crushing hits, follow the unique band of characters that have chosen to spend all of their free time and precious resources on the sport they love.
TOUGH LOVE GARAGE
PRODUCED BY HOFF PRODUCTIONS / 2011

Cars, cash and conflict are the name of the game. Specializing in custom cars and auto picking, Pete will do whatever it takes to keep his on-the-edge business alive, but only if his wife and gang of troublesome employees don’t drive him crazy first. Not a day goes by that he doesn’t want to call it quits, but Pete’s determined to deliver quality and value to his crazy customers. Surrounded by troublesome employees, he’s out to build show-winning cars and maintain what little bit of sanity he has left.

*Also available in 3D

Tough Love Garage
Produced by Hoff Productions / 2011

3 X 60

Cars, cash and conflict are the name of the game. Specializing in custom cars and auto picking, Pete will do whatever it takes to keep his on-the-edge business alive, but only if his wife and gang of troublesome employees don’t drive him crazy first. Not a day goes by that he doesn’t want to call it quits, but Pete’s determined to deliver quality and value to his crazy customers. Surrounded by troublesome employees, he’s out to build show-winning cars and maintain what little bit of sanity he has left.

*Also available in 3D

TURN & BURN
PRODUCED BY SUPERFINE FILMS / 2013

Follow custom-car craftsman Brother JD and his crew of motley mechanics as they scour a seldom-seen side of Los Angeles to procure the vital, hard-to-find parts needed to bring classic cars back from the dead with no hype and no deep pockets. Brother JD and his crew hustle, haggle and barter to achieve the ultimate goal: a cool ride for under five thousand dollars. They call it, the “5K flip.”

Up against the clock and up against larger-than-life characters, the El Rey’s team goes for broke to turn junked-out cruisers into badass bruisers, all in the name of love and profit.

*Also available in 3D

Turn & Burn
Produced by Superfine Films / 2013

6 X 60

Follow custom-car craftsman Brother JD and his crew of motley mechanics as they scour a seldom-seen side of Los Angeles to procure the vital, hard-to-find parts needed to bring classic cars back from the dead with no hype and no deep pockets. Brother JD and his crew hustle, haggle and barter to achieve the ultimate goal: a cool ride for under five thousand dollars. They call it, the “5K flip.”

Up against the clock and up against larger-than-life characters, the El Rey’s team goes for broke to turn junked-out cruisers into badass bruisers, all in the name of love and profit.

*Also available in 3D
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